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We present a comprehensive summary of our observations of metal-rich particles in

multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) solar cell materials from multiple vendors, including

directionally-solidified ingot-grown, sheet, and ribbon, as well as multicrystalline

float zone materials contaminated during growth. In each material, the elemental

nature, chemical states, and distributions of metal-rich particles are assessed by

synchrotron-based analytical x-ray microprobe techniques. Certain universal physi-

cal principles appear to govern the behavior of metals in nearly all materials: (a) Two

types of metal-rich particles can be observed (metal silicide nanoprecipitates and

metal-rich inclusions up to tens of microns in size, frequently oxidized), (b) spatial

distributions of individual elements strongly depend on their solubility and diffusiv-

ity, and (c) strong interactions exist between metals and certain types of structural

defects. Differences in the distribution and elemental nature of metal contamination

between different mc-Si materials can largely be explained by variations in crystal
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growth parameters, structural defect types, and contamination sources.

key words: multicrystalline silicon solar cells; transition metal impurities; contamination; crys-

tal growth; synchrotron-based analytical X-ray microprobe techniques



1. INTRODUCTION

M
etals are known to exist in commercial multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) materials in concentrations

as high as 1014–1016 cm�3 (Figure 1).1–3 These impurities can decrease the efficiencies of silicon-

based devices in a variety of ways, including bulk recombination,4,5 increased leakage current,6–8

and direct shunting.9,10 The groundbreaking study of Davis et al.11 specified threshold concentrations for indi-

vidual metal species in Czochralski silicon (CZ-Si) photovoltaic devices, correlating the total metal content in a

CZ-Si wafer to a quantified decrease in solar cell efficiency.

As newer multicrystalline silicon material evolved, the quantified effect of different metal species on

device performance was found to vary from earlier studies.12,13 It has become clear that in order to fully assess

the effect of metals on solar cell performance, one must know not only the total concentrations of different

metal species, but also about the spatial and size distributions of metal-related defects,14–16 their chemical nat-

ures,15–17 their interactions with different types of defects,18–21 and their behavior22,23 during the crystal growth

process. In this study, we employ synchrotron-based analytical techniques to determine the aforementioned

characteristics of metal contamination in a variety of mc-Si materials from multiple vendors. The conclusions

drawn in this study are based on a large database of experimental data, which is much wider than a few typical

metal distribution maps included in this article by way of example.

Figure 1. Neutron activation analysis data of total metal content in ingot-grown, ribbon, and sheet mc-Si materials, as

determined from published data (references 1–3). NB: Total metal content is a strong function of feedstock quality, which

can vary between growth runs. NB2: Since data was compiled from three different studies, sensitivity limits for one element

may vary between materials. Thus missing bars for certain materials and elements do not indicate the absence of that metal

in a particular material, simply a signal below a variable87 detection limit
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Materials

The mc-Si materials analyzed in this study are directionally-solidified ingot-grown,24 sheet,25 and ribbon26,27

materials originating from a variety of vendors, and multicrystalline float zone28 grown at the National Renew-

able Energy Laboratory. While comprehensive information about these crystal growth techniques, throughput,

and crystal growth parameters can be found in the references hitherto and in a review by T. F. Ciszek,29 a brief

summary is presented here to highlight the most relevant points for this study.

2.1.1. Directionally-solidified ingot-grown Mc-Si

This includes Bridgman, casting, and heat exchange method growth techniques,24,29 which currently account

for about 50% of the worldwide PV market.30 A silicon ingot of a few hundred kg in mass is grown relatively

slowly (�10 mm/s) from the bottom up within a crucible. Heaters control the cooling profile to ensure direc-

tional heat flow and to avoid the generation of secondary nucleation sites for crystallization. After cooling the

ingot to room temperature during several tens of hours, the ingot is sliced into ‘bricks’ (vertical columns), which

are then wire-sawed into wafers 250 mm thick or less.

We have examined and compared ingot-grown mc-Si material from three manufacturers, which will be dis-

tinguished as ‘material A,’ ‘material B,’ and ‘material C.’ Since variations in impurity distributions are known to

exist along the height, i.e., along the growth direction, of the ingot,3,31,32 samples from material A were

extracted from three locations along the growth direction (bottom, middle, and top) of several ingots subject

to different growth conditions, as well as near the edge of the ingot. Samples from the bottom of the ingot were

analyzed for material B, as well as samples from near the top of the ingot from material C.

In contrast to the directional solidification growth methods of ingots, so-called ‘ribbon’ or ‘sheet’ growth

techniques produce silicon wafers directly from the melt, thus eliminating the material loss incurred by wire

sawing. A plethora of such growth techniques exists,29,33 with different crucibles, growth substrates, and crystal

pulling mechanisms. To distinguish between these different growth techniques, this study will adopt the follow-

ing set of definitions:

2.1.2. Ribbon material

In this approach, a ribbon (i.e., a closed shape crystal in a sheet geometry) is pulled vertically from a melt with

the growth interface remaining approximately perpendicular to the pull direction. The ribbon interface region is

either confined in a meniscus defined by a die, which also gives the crystal its shape, or the meniscus may be

formed directly from the bulk melt, as in CZ crystal growth. Crystal growth occurs without the support of a

substrate. Following existing conventions, we refer to this material within the text as ribbon mc-Si. Examples

of this type of ribbon material include Edge-defined Film-fed Growth (EFG)26 and String Ribbon (SR).34

Two types of ribbon materials were analyzed in this study.

2.1.3. Sheet material

In these growth techniques, a silicon melt in contact with a moving substrate is solidified as the substrate is

pulled away from the hot zone of the furnace. Upon cooling, the solidified silicon detaches from the substrate

either through the action of a release agent or a stress differential between the silicon crystal and the substrate.

Sheet growth with the help of a substrate has the advantage that the crystal pull rate (determined by the velocity

of the substrate) is essentially decoupled from the crystal growth velocity (which is nearly perpendicular to the

substrate motion), in principle allowing for extremely high throughputs.29,35 In the text, we refer to this mc-Si

material as sheet mc-Si. Examples of materials defined as sheet mc-Si herein include ribbon growth on substrate

(RGS)24,27 and SiliconFilm.36,37 Two types of sheet materials were analyzed, one using high-purity feedstock

(Sheet A) and another using low-purity feedstock (Sheet B). The sheet material represented in Figure 1 also

used a batch of lower-purity feedstock; cleaner feedstock comparable to that of aforementioned ‘ribbon’ mate-

rials would likely result in total metal contents similar to ribbon.
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2.1.4. Multicrystalline float zone

Multicrystalline float zone (mc-FZ)28 samples grown from melts intentionally doped with copper, iron, and tita-

nium were also analyzed. While not commercial solar cell material, mc-FZ allows one to study the distribution,

chemical nature, and effect on diffusion length of one impurity species at a time, making it a powerful research

tool.

2.2. Analytical Methods

In this study, the principal analysis methods use an ultra-bright X-ray beam (108–12 photons/s) produced by a

synchrotron and focused down to a spot size between 200 nm and 5 mm in diameter, providing the high flux

density necessary to detect and characterize nanometer-sized precipitates buried tens of microns below the sur-

face (i.e., within the active device region of the solar cell). With this microfocused X-ray beam, one can perform

a variety of experimental techniques.38

X-ray fluorescence microscopy (m-XRF) is used to locate metal-rich particles and to determine their spatial

distribution, elemental composition, and dimensions. The X-ray beam is maintained at a fixed energy, while the

sample is scanned before the beam with an X-Y stage. At each step of the X-Y stage, an X-ray detector obtains

information about which elements are present, via the characteristic fluorescence peaks. By plotting the mag-

nitude of a given fluorescence peak at each point on the sample, a 2D map of the impurity distribution can be

generated. While the sensitivity of the m-XRF system is dependent upon many factors, including X-ray flux,

spot size, and sensitivity of the detector, precipitates as small as 23� 5 nm in radius have been reported for

optimized experimental conditions.15 More details about the operational principles and detection limits of

the m-XRF technique can be found elsewhere.15,38–40

Once a metal precipitate is located, its chemical state can be determined via X-ray absorption microspectro-

scopy (m-XAS). The position of the X-ray beam is fixed on the precipitate while the energy of the incoming X-

ray beam is scanned in steps of 1 eVor less across the absorption energy edge of the impurity species of interest

(e.g., Fe, Ni, Cu, etc.). An absorption spectrum results, which is unique for each chemical state of a given ele-

ment. For example, different iron m-XAS spectra will be obtained on iron silicide and iron oxide. Via compar-

ison with standard materials, one can very accurately determine the chemical state of a given impurity

species.15,17,39

The X-ray beam induced current (XBIC) is used to measure the recombination activity of defects in a method

analogous to laser/light beam induced current (LBIC). The incoming X-ray beam is used to generate electron-

hole pairs, which are then collected by a Schottky diode41 or a pn junction.9 XBIC can be used to determine the

recombination activities of individual precipitates16,40 and their impact on minority carrier diffusion length,42 as

well as to map larger sample areas by undersampling.15

By combining these three techniques (XBIC, m-XRF, m-XAS) at the same synchrotron beamline, the recom-

bination activity, spatial distribution, size, elemental composition and chemical state of metal-rich particles in

mc-Si materials can be obtained with a micron or sub-micron spatial resolution. The synchrotron beamlines

utilized in this study include beamlines 2-ID-D43,44 and 20-ID-B45 of the Advanced Photon Source of Argonne

National Laboratory, and beamlines 10�3�146 and 10�3�247 of the Advanced Light Source of Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory.

3. RESULTS

The most characteristic observations for each type of material are shown in Table I, and can be summarized as

follows (further details are provided in the subsequent sections):

3.1.1. Directionally-solidified ingot-grown material

Nanoprecipitates (diameter� 200 nm), typically consisting of silicides of faster-diffusing metal species (e.g.,

Cu, Ni, Co, and/or Fe), are detected along certain grain boundaries (Figure 2), and are sometimes elongated

along the grain boundary directions (Figure 3, particle #5). Such precipitates are predominantly found in the
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bottom, top, and side (edge) regions of the ingot, and less frequently in the middle. Near the top of the ingot,

smaller, more homogeneously distributed precipitates are observed.

Metal particles several microns in diameter, typically in an oxidized chemical state, are found in variable but

much lower spatial densities. These particles are frequently found within the grains and toward the edges of

Table I. Summary of observed particles in mc-Si materials. Not included in this table are metals homogeneously distributed

along structural defects and metal point defects, most of which are below the detection limits of m-XRF

Defect Metal silicide nanoprecipitates Metal-rich inclusions and microdefects

Material

Directionally-solidified, ingot-grown mc-Si Predominantly found near bottom, top, and

edges of ingot along structural defects. m-
XRF at nanoprecipitates reveals Cu, Ni, Co,

and/or Fe. Compared to other mc-Si mate-

rials, the slow cooling rate results in

comparatively large (dia.> 30 nm) precipi-

tates in comparatively low spatial densities

along certain types of grain boundaries

(Figure 7).

Predominantly found near bottom, top, and

edges of ingot. m-XRF at inclusions observes

Ca, Cr, Fe, Mn, Mo, Ti, Zn, and/or traces of

fast diffusers (Cu, Ni, Co). Microdefects

(reported in references 10, 82, 83) can

contain C, N, Fe, Cu, Ca.

Ribbon material (vertically-grown, without

substrate)

Generally below detection limits of med-

ium-sensitivity m-XRF beamlines. Com-

paratively fast cooling rate likely

responsible for smaller precipitates in higher

spatial densities.

Unstable growth from melts with high

impurity contents can result in a variety of

inclusions and microdefects (reported in

references 23, 84). None observed in high-

purity materials analyzed in this study.

Sheet material (horizontal substrate-assisted

growth)

Predominantly found along structural

defects. m-XRF detects Cu and Fe. Fast cool

likely responsible for high spatial densities

of small precipitates (Figure 7), sometimes

below detection limit in samples with low

impurity content.

m-XRF detects intragranular inclusions in

material with high impurity content,

including Fe, Cr, Ni. Microdefects (reported

in references 35, 85) can contain C, O.

Figure 2. m-XRF maps of Cu and Zn distributions in ingot-grown mc-Si, exemplifying the two types of metal-rich particle

commonly observed in mc-Si: metal silicide nanoprecipitates (along a grain boundary, denoted by ‘GB’) and spatially-

isolated inclusions up to several microns in diameter
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the ingot, and occasionally at grain boundaries (Figure 2). Their compositions can vary substantially (see

Figure 3) but often include Fe and Ti, less frequently other elements such as Ca, Cr, Mn, Mo, and Zn, and

sometimes additions of faster diffusers (Cu, Ni, and Co). More information about these particles can be found

in Section 4�1.

3.1.2. Ribbon material

Multicrystalline silicon ribbon materials vertically grown by nonsubstrate-assisted methods were analyzed on

beamlines of medium sensitivity (ALS 10�3�1 and 10�3�2). While these beamlines could detect metal-rich par-

ticles in most other as-grown mc-Si materials, no metal-rich particles were detected in the ribbon materials

analyzed in this study, despite total metal contents comparable2 to ingot-grown mc-Si. This suggests that metals

in these ribbon materials are distributed more homogeneously and in smaller particles and point defects, below

the detection limits of those beamlines. Higher-resolution beamlines, which have better sensitivities,15 are

necessary for the detection of these smaller particles.

3.1.3. Sheet material

Sheet materials horizontally grown by substrate-assisted methods were analyzed using high- (APS 2-ID-D and

20-ID-B) and medium-sensitivity (ALS 10�3�1 and 10�3�2) beamlines. In sheet material grown with high-purity

feedstock (sheet material A), no metal-rich particles were detected in as-grown material, in agreement with the

results from ribbon materials. As-grown material subjected to a post-growth anneal at high temperature, which

allows existing precipitates to grow by absorbing metals in solution within the crystal, exhibited iron and copper

particles along structural defects.

Within the grains and occasionally at grain boundaries in sheet material grown from low-purity feedstock

(sheet material B), one observes a low density of clusters, tens of microns across, containing micron-sized

particles consisting of iron silicide, nickel silicide, and chromium silicide. Rarely, oxidized particles up to

25 mm diameter can be observed. More information about these particles can be found in reference 15. In as-

grown material subject to a 800�C anneal for 4 h, iron silicide nanoprecipitates can be observed in high

densities along grain boundaries and intragranular defects, believed to be voids36 or another type of micro-

defect. Were all the iron silicide precipitated at grain boundaries and at intragranular defects to be dissolved

Figure 3. m-XRF point spectra on impurity-rich particles in ingot-grown mc-Si material reveal a wide range of

compositions and suggest a diversity of contamination sources. Two-dimensional m-XRF maps reveal that particles of

slower-diffusing species (e.g., ‘1,’ top right) are often found within the grains, while particles of faster-diffusing

species (e.g., ‘5,’ bottom right) are often found at grain boundaries, sometimes elongated along the grain boundary

direction
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homogeneously throughout the sample, estimates indicate that bulk concentrations up to 1015 Fe/cm3 could

be reached.15

3.1.4. Mc-FZ doped with copper

Mc-FZ containing (3–4)� 1016 cm�3 Cu (arising by intentional melt doping during growth) demonstrate large,

recombination-active Cu3Si particles (or clusters of particles) along structural defects such as grain boundaries

and dislocations (Figure 4a). The distribution of copper at structural defects is inhomogeneous, in agreement

with previous studies,48–50 such that the spaces between precipitates exhibit noticeably lower recombination

activity.

3.1.5. Mc-FZ doped with Iron

In mc-FZ containing approximately 1016 cm�3 Fe (by intentional melt doping during growth) a few micron-

sized iron silicide particles are detected in low spatial densities (e.g., Figure 4b). While these Fe silicide

particles coincide with a locally decreased XBIC, the predominant features observed in XBIC maps are

highly recombination-active grain boundaries and intragranular regions. These are present to a much lesser

extent in undoped reference mc-FZ material, indicating that a high density of nm-sized defects (precipitates

and metal point defects) are present with dimensions below the detection limits of the experimental

conditions used in this study. The large FeSi2 particles observed in the m-XRF scans are probably incor-

porated into the material as inclusions directly from high iron concentrations in the boundary layer of the

interface melt.

3.1.6. Mc-FZ doped with Titanium

Mc-FZ containing 5� 1013 cm�3 Ti (by intentional melt doping during growth) exhibited no Ti-rich

particles above the m-XRF detection limits chosen for this study (Figure 4c, noise only is visible). Never-

theless, structural defects and intragranular regions demonstrated exceptionally high recombination activities,

suggesting a fine distribution of metal atoms or particles below the detection limits of the experimental

conditions used in this study. Impurity segregation to structural defects during crystal growth, which may

be responsible for the recombination activity of structural defects in this sample, will be discussed in

Section 4 2.

Figure 4. XBIC (above) and m-XRF (below) maps of multicrystalline float zone silicon grown frommetal-doped melts of (a)

copper, (b) iron, and (c) titanium. Whereas high-flux Cu tends to form relatively isolated metal-rich particles or clusters

of particles, low-flux Ti and Fe tend to form metal point defects and homogeneously coat structural defects (as evident

in XBIC), often below the current detection limits of the m-XRF technique. Occasionally, large inclusions can be detected

(e.g., Fe)
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4. SIMILARITIES OF METAL CONTAMINATION
BETWEEN MC-SI MATERIALS

4.1. Two classes of metal-rich particles

The metal-rich particles in all materials analyzed herein can be divided into two distinct classes: (a) the metal

silicide (e.g., FeSi2, NiSi2, Cu3Si, etc.) nanoprecipitate, typically up to several tens of nanometers in diameter,

most often associated with structural defects, and (b) the occasional larger particle, up to several microns in

diameter, which is frequently oxidized, found within the grains, and/or composed of multiple slowly-diffusing

metal species reminiscent of foreign material inclusions (e.g., coming from stainless steels, furnace material,

etc.). These two distinct classes of metal-rich particle are shown in Figure 2, which portrays a representative m-
XRF map of an ingot-grown mc-Si sample from near the top of an ingot.

Metal silicide nanoprecipitates are the more frequently observed type of metal-rich particle and are likely

to have formed from metals incorporated in the crystal in solid solution. Although most classes of metal

silicide compounds can be synthesized in the laboratory (e.g., Fe3Si, FeSi, FeSi2), only the most silicon-rich

metal silicides (e.g., FeSi2, Cu3Si, NiSi2, etc.) are observed in mc-Si materials. This observation is consis-

tent with the assumption that these precipitates are formed in a silicon-rich environment through precipita-

tion of initially-dissolved metal atoms. Metals can enter into the mc-Si crystal via the melt, from the

growth surfaces, or by dissolving from larger particles (e.g., inclusions) within the crystal during cool-

down. For more information about the contamination pathways of metals into mc-Si, the reader is referred

to reference 15.

Metal-rich particles over 1mm in size, especially those containing oxidized and/or slowly-diffusing species,

are believed to be incorporated directly from the melt during crystal growth. Examples include the 12 mm dia-

meter ZnS particle in Figure 2, and the oxidized iron particles previously reported by McHugo et al.17,51 Most

oxidized metal compounds are not expected to form under equilibrium conditions within silicon,16 and several

of these particles are too large to be explained by the precipitation of supersaturated impurities during cooling.

These facts, plus the compositions of these particles, indicate that these are inclusions, i.e., incompletely-dis-

solved foreign particles introduced into the melt and engulfed by the advancing solidification front during crys-

tallization. For more information about these particles, see reference 15.

4.2. Metal—structural defect interactions

In almost all materials analyzed in this study, metal silicide precipitates are detected at structural defects,

especially two-dimensional defect surfaces such as grain boundaries and voids, in agreement with previous

studies.23,52–54

The appearance of metal-rich particles at structural defects is likely due to a combination of processes.

Firstly, impurity atoms in solution (i.e., dissolved) in the crystal at high temperatures supersaturate upon cool-

ing, and then seek the most energetically favorable sites55 for second-phase (e.g., metal silicide) precipitate

nucleation. Precipitates are most often detected by m-XRF at regions of greatest strain or lattice deformities

as a consequence of the lower nucleation barrier for precipitation in those regions. Secondly, impurity atoms

such as iron56 and copper57 have been observed to segregate to structural defects even at elevated temperatures;

upon cooling, these metals will form precipitates when they reach a supersaturated state. Thirdly, if metals are

present in locally high concentrations in the melt, they can precipitate directly from the melt at structural defects

that perturb the solidification front, for example grain boundaries, when a locally high metal content exists at the

liquid solid interface.23,54 Such perturbations of the solidification front are also believed to favor the incorpora-

tion of foreign particles (e.g., oxidized Ti or Fe) in the melt as inclusions.58 The end result of all these processes

is the accumulation of metals at structural defects in mc-Si; additional discussion can be found in reference 15.

The capacity of a given type of structural defect to absorb transition metals is a parameter that is known to

vary in a somewhat predictable manner.19,20,56,57 Since different mc-Si materials tend to have unique sets of

structural defect types, one may expect variations in the amount of transition metal precipitation at structural

defects from one material to another. This point is further discussed in Section 5�2.
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4.3. Element-specific spatial distributions

Some elements tend to aggregate in nanoprecipitates along grain boundaries, while others are found predomi-

nantly in large intragranular particles, as evident in Figure 5. This divergence can be partially explained by

element-specific fluxes and degrees of supersaturation in the material. The product of the solubility [atoms/

cm3] and diffusivity [cm2/s] of an elemental species at a temperature T yields its atomic flux

½ðatoms=cm3 � sÞ � cm2	, which describes impurity transport within the crystal. Once the total concentration

of a given impurity species exceeds its solubility at a given temperature, a driving force for precipitation devel-

ops, and the atomic flux determines the distance a certain fraction of impurity atoms can travel before preci-

pitating or forming point defects. In addition, differences in elemental impurity distributions are partly

explained by the way different elements are present in the melt and introduced into the crystal (atomically dis-

solved metals vs. foreign particles of Ti- or Fe-oxide containing many millions of atoms).

Elements with higher atomic fluxes (e.g., Cu and Ni) are predominantly found in silicide nanoprecipitates

(10’s or 100’s of nm in diameter) at grain boundaries or other structural defects, as shown in Figure 5. Their

more gradual temperature dependences of solubility combined with high diffusivity allow them to diffuse to the

most stable sinks (e.g., grain boundaries), where nucleation barriers for precipitation are lower. Precipitates of

these elements are typically the easiest to detect by m-XRF, reflecting both their higher solubilities as well as

their tendency to be concentrated at select locations with relatively large distances between particles. This

reduces the concentration of dissolved metals and smaller precipitates elsewhere and improves material perfor-

mance between particles (e.g., Figure 4a).

Elements with medium (e.g., Fe) or low (e.g., Ti) atomic fluxes are more frequently found in intragranular

defect particles, as Figures 2 and 5 demonstrate. These atoms are less likely to dissolve from inclusions formed

during crystal growth, and thus are less likely to diffuse to structural defects and form precipitates. On the other

hand, metals in solution with low atomic fluxes cannot diffuse very far during cooling and tend to precipitate

locally upon supersaturating, forming precipitates that are much smaller and closer-spaced than those of metals

with higher atomic fluxes, as deduced from Figures 4b and 4c. Unfortunately, point defects of these low-flux

species are known to form deep levels in the silicon bandgap.59,60 Thus, it is not surprising that elements of

lower atomic fluxes tend to be more harmful for solar cell device performance,11,18,59 since these elements form

closer-spaced and more recombination-active defect centers.

Elemental distributions in the solidified mc-Si material also depend on the way elements are introduced into

the crystal. m-XRF and m-XAS measurements show Fe and Ti often contained in oxidized particles containing

up to 108–1015 atoms, which are likely inclusions of foreign particles. These compounds have high melting

temperatures (TM[Fe2O3]¼ 1565�C; TM[TiOx]> 1700�C) and will likely survive for a limited time in the

Figure 5. Dependence of elemental distribution in ingot-grown mc-Si on diffusivity and solubility. The four m-XRF maps to

the left depict a grain boundary (shown as a thick line) in material extracted from near the edge of an ingot, and surrounding

intragranular regions. Particles of low-flux species (e.g., Ti) are often found within the grains, while particles of high-flux

species (e.g., Cu, Ni) are often found aggregated in a fewer total number of particles, usually at structural defects such as

grain boundaries
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silicon melt, especially if the melt already contains high concentrations of the dissolved impurity. Once incor-

porated into the crystal, the low fluxes of these metals and high binding energy to oxidized compounds hinders

metal dissolution from inclusions into the grains. On the other hand, copper oxides have melting temperatures

below that of silicon, so these particles likely dissolve in the melt prior to their incorporation into the mc-Si

crystal, facilitating silicide precipitate formation during cool-down.

5. DIFFERENCES IN METAL CONTAMINATION
BETWEEN MC-SI MATERIALS

5.1. Contamination sources

Impurities may enter the mc-Si crystal from any nonsilicon object, whether from feedstock or crystal growth,

which is directly or indirectly in contact with the melt or cooling crystal. Impurities observed in mc-Si reflect a

wide variety of different contamination sources, as shown in Figure 3. One contamination source is stainless

steel, which both this and previous studies15,61 have observed, likely originating from furnace parts, growth

surfaces,62 or feedstock. These and other studies2 reveal the presence of other metals from furnace parts

(Mo, Cu, Ti, and Mn) and metals possibly associated with materials coating growth surfaces62 (e.g., Si3N4 sin-

tering agents such as Fe63 and Hf64). Metals may also diffuse from crucible walls directly into the mc-Si ingot

after crystallization.62,65–67 Impurity concentrations may vary from run to run in the same process equipment, or

even from one region to another in the same crystal, for example along the height of an ingot or between dif-

ferent ingots.

Because different types and concentrations of metal impurities have varying effects on minority carrier

diffusion length,18 control over all process parameters and impurity sources (feedstock, growth surfaces,

furnace parts, etc.) is necessary to ensure the production of mc-Si material of consistently reproducible quality.

5.2. Structural defects

A number of studies19–21 indicate that each type of structural defect has its own capacity for transition metals,

which affects the ability for the segregated metals to aggregate at the defect and eventually form precipitates

during crystal cool-down. Evidence for this is shown in Figure 6, which compares grain boundary decoration in

ribbon and in ingot-grown mc-Si samples. The grain boundary locations were determined by the intensity of the

elastically scattered X-ray beam in the direction of the detector (a function of grain orientation). In the ingot-

grown mc-Si sample, metal silicide precipitates are detected at some grain boundaries but not at others, while no

metal-rich particles are detected in ribbon. While differences in grain boundary metal decoration between ingot

and ribbon materials is also influenced by other factors (namely crystal cooling rates), local differences within

the same material can be explained only by differences in structural defect character and density.

The crystal growth conditions play a large role in determining the densities and types of structural defects

within the crystal,68–70 i.e., the density of precipitation sites for impurities. Large-angle and random grain

boundaries common to sheet36,37 and ingot-grown mc-Si are the easiest for precipitate nucleation, given model

defect studies.19,20 This is supported by the greater abundance of metal nanoprecipitates detected by m-XRF at

these defect types (e.g., Figure 6). Such structural defects with large capacities for impurities will also act as

internal gettering sites, reducing the metal point defect concentration71 and increasing the minority carrier dif-

fusion length within the grains. On the other hand,
P

3 < 111 > twin boundaries common to both ingot-grown

mc-Si and ribbon26,27,72 offer fewer segregation and nucleation sites for metals. Metal precipitates are seldom

observed by m-XRF at those locations in these materials.

Interactions between metals and structural defects can either be advantageous73,74 or detrimental18,28,75 for

solar cell device performance, depending on the spatial density, location (especially with respect to the pn-junc-

tion), and character of structural defects within the device. If one could, during crystal growth, reliably control

the types of structural defects and their densities, one would subsequently reduce the variability in the sizes and

densities of metal silicide nanoprecipitates. This, in turn, would reduce the variability of the impact of metallic

impurities on performance.
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5.3. Crystal growth variables

5.3.1. On the size and distribution of metal silicide nanoprecipitates

In addition to structural defect density discussed in the previous section, at least three other crystal growth vari-

ables combine to determine the size and spatial distribution of metal silicide nanoprecipitates: (1) the cooling

rate during crystal growth, (2) the total metal content, and (3) variations of crystal growth conditions as growth

progresses. Since it is necessary to decouple these effects to fully understand them, the next paragraphs describe

examples where one or two of the variables are held constant, while a second and/or third is altered.

To study the effect of cooling rate on nanoprecipitate size and spatial distributions, one can select ribbon and

ingot-grown mc-Si materials with comparable total metal contents,2 but orders of magnitude different interface

cooling rates (approximately 1000–2000�C/min for ribbon, 20–100�C/min for ingot-grown, according to refer-

ence 26). While metal silicide precipitates can be detected by m-XRF along certain grain boundaries in the

Figure 6. m-XRF maps of iron distributions in ribbon and directionally-solidified mc-Si, using the elastically scattered X-ray

beam peak intensity to determine grain structure. Metal silicide nanoprecipitates are detected along certain structural defects

in the ingot-grown mc-Si, whereas in ribbon materials, no metal-rich particles are detected. This difference can stem from

two possible (nonexclusive) phenomena: (a) the faster cooling rate of ribbon mc-Si and a low metal concentration favor the

formation of smaller precipitates below the current detection limits of m-XRF, and (b) the structural defects in ribbon

(especially 60� twin boundaries) have less capacity for metals than the high-angle twin and random grain boundaries of

ingot-grown mc-Si and sheet materials
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ingot-grown mc-Si sample, ribbon material exhibits no such precipitates above the detection limits (Figure 6).

This can be explained by the effect of cooling rate on the spatial and size distributions of metal precipitates.

Assuming a fixed initial impurity content, faster cooling rates (>100�C/min.) during crystal growth result in

faster impurity supersaturation, which in turn provides a stronger driving force for metals in solution to preci-

pitate locally. Consequently, faster-cooled materials (e.g., ribbon and sheet) contain metal nanoprecipitates with

relatively smaller average sizes and higher spatial densities.76,77 On the other hand, slow cooling after growth

(<20�C/min.), typical of ingot-grown mc-Si, allows impurity atoms to diffuse over much larger distances and

accumulate preferentially at the most energetically favorable sites, resulting in a few large particles separated by

larger distances.

The effect of total metal concentration on nanoprecipitate size is seen by comparing materials with dissimilar

metal contents, but comparable cooling rates. Sheet material B experiences cooling rates comparable to ribbon

materials and sheet material A, but contains one to two orders of magnitude greater metal content. As a con-

sequence, metal silicide nanoprecipitates (�46 nm diameter) are detected along structural defects in sheet

material B (Figure 7), while no precipitates are above the detection limits in the other sheet and ribbon materi-

als. A higher dissolved metal concentration in sheet material B is likely to provoke supersaturation—and thus

the onset of precipitation—at a higher temperature, when the atomic flux of impurities is orders of magnitude

larger, allowing impurities to accumulate at stable sinks such as grain boundaries.

Inevitably, variations of crystal growth conditions occur as crystal growth progresses. Hence, different

regions of the ingot or in different wafers of ribbon or sheet mc-Si (depending on the time elapsed from the

beginning of the growth run26) can be expected to have different concentrations and distributions of impurities.

Independent studies have demonstrated how the total metal content3 and the iron point defect concentration31,32

vary as a function of ingot height, largely because of impurity segregation from the solid to the melt, in-diffu-

sion of impurities from growth surfaces, and back-diffusion after solidification. We observe similar trends: near

the middle of the ingot, where segregation has reached a steady-state and the dissolved metal concentration31,32

and total metal content3 are lower than near the culmination of growth at the top of the ingot, metal silicide

nanoprecipitates are not readily detected. On the other hand, metal silicide nanoprecipitates are readily

observed in three locations: (a) near the top of the ingot, due to impurity segregation during growth, (b) near

the edges of the ingot, arising from impurity indiffusion from the growth surfaces, and (c) near the bottom of the

ingot, arising from the latter effect concomitant with nonsteady-state segregation of impurities during the early

stages of ingot growth.

Figure 7. Comparison of size and spatial distribution of iron silicide nanoprecipitates in grain boundaries of sheet mc-Si

grown with the aid of a substrate (above) and ingot-grown mc-Si (below) from near the bottom of the ingot. A lower density

of larger (note the Fe count rate, right) nanoprecipitates is detected by m-XRF in the ingot-grown mc-Si sample, likely a

reflection of the slower cooling rate of ingot-grown mc-Si
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5.3.2. On the size and distribution of inclusions

We have studied many tens of inclusions during our investigations, which lead us to conclude that inclusion size

and distribution can be affected by two crystal growth variables: (a) crystal growth velocity (or ‘crystal pull

velocity‘), and (b) stability of the growth process.

Under stable growth conditions, the growth velocity is one of the key parameters that determine the

maximum size of second-phase particle incorporated by the advancing solidification front. Slower-moving soli-

dification fronts tend to push large, second-phase particles in the melt forward like a snow-plow, while faster-

moving solidification fronts increase the chances of these particles being incorporated as inclusions.58 Our

observations are consistent with this model: the largest single particle inclusion was observed in fast-solidified

sheet Material B, as shown by the dotted horizontal line in Figure 8. On the other hand, the sizes of single

particles in slowly-solidified ingot-grown mc-Si were comparatively smaller. It must be noted that the size

and chemical state distributions of impurity-rich particles in the original contamination sources (e.g., growth

surfaces, feedstock, growth environment) strongly influence the maximum inclusion size detected in as-grown

mc-Si.

The largest and most abundant inclusions in both ingot-grown mc-Si and sheet material B are generally found

in first or last regions of the crystal to solidify, or near the growth surfaces. In ingot-grown mc-Si, this corre-

sponds to material near the edges of the crucible, as well as near the bottom and the top of the ingot. Inciden-

tally, these regions are also where the majority of metal silicide precipitates are observed, suggesting that

unstable crystal growth22 and high metal concentrations dissolving from growth surfaces favor the formation

of these nanodefects.

The presence of foreign particles in the melt can adversely affect mc-Si material performance. If metals are

dissolved from foreign particles, this increases melt impurity levels and leads to a higher level of decoration of

structural defects at the interface, also increasing the recombination activity48,78–80 of those defects in the crys-

tal. Foreign metal-rich particles incorporated directly into the material as inclusions affect only a small volume

Figure 8. Size distributions of inclusion clusters and of the individual particles composing the clusters, detected by m-XRF
in ingot-grown (16 inclusion clusters analyzed) and sheet (7 clusters analyzed) mc-Si materials. Inclusions are often

observed in regions of unstable crystal growth (e.g., near growth surfaces, and within the first and last regions of the crystal

to solidify). Ingot-grown mc-Si has a predominance of single particle inclusions with comparably smaller maximum size,

with the exception of two large inclusion clusters observed near the edge and bottom of an ingot. In sheet mc-Si, large

clusters of particles are frequently observed, especially towards the backside (i.e., the last to solidify) of the material, as well

as a comparatively large single particle. The different size distributions of clusters in the two materials are believed to stem

from differences in crystal growth, such as the solidification velocity and feedstock quality
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of material around the inclusion, provided these are not formed from a metal species with sufficiently high

atomic flux to be liberated during subsequent solar cell device processing.80,81

6. CONCLUSIONS

Synchrotron-based analytical techniques were employed to systematically study and compare the distribution

and nature of metal-rich particles in different mc-Si materials: sheet mc-Si from two manufacturers, ribbon mc-

Si from two manufacturers, multicrystalline float zone intentionally doped with metals during crystal growth,

and directionally-solidified mc-Si from three distinct manufacturers. Many similarities and differences regard-

ing the size and spatial distributions, chemical and elemental natures, and abundances of metal-rich particles

were observed in these materials. Similarities, such as the presence of two types of metal-rich particle (silicide

nanoprecipitates and larger, sometimes oxidized inclusions), and the affinity for metals to precipitate at struc-

tural defects such as certain types of grain boundaries and intragranular defects, indicate some commonalities

regarding contamination pathways and the physics governing metals in mc-Si.

Most of the differences observed between materials can be attributed to the crystal growth conditions and

external contamination sources. Metals detected by m-XRF can typically be traced back to specific parts of

the production process (e.g., feedstock, material lining growth surfaces, etc.). The final distribution and form

of metals, which most severely affects device performance, is dictated not only by the nature (i.e., diffusivity

and solubility) of the contaminants, but also by a handful of crystal growth parameters: the crystal growth velo-

city, the total time silicon remains in a molten state, the character and density of structural defects, and most

significantly, the cooling rate. Fast-cooled materials such as ribbon and sheet material tend to have larger den-

sities of smaller precipitates, while more slowly-cooled material such as ingot-grown mc-Si and mc-FZ exhibit

a comparatively lower density of larger metal silicide precipitates.

These differences underscore two important points: (1) the critical impurity content for one mc-Si material or

processing sequence may not necessarily be the same for all others. Material-specific crystal growth conditions

and contamination sources can produce differences in the spatial distribution and chemical nature of metals,

which directly affects the minority carrier diffusion length and its response to processing. Thus, one must indi-

vidually evaluate threshold values for impurity content and nature in the feedstock and production environment

for each mc-Si material. (2) A complete material-specific optimization of solar cell device processing must take

these differences into consideration.

Our observations on three types of mc-Si materials can be summarized as follows: Multicrystalline silicon

ribbon material, because of the rapid cooling during growth which does not allow dissolved impurities to diffuse

far before precipitating, the predominance of structural defects with comparatively lower capacity for impuri-

ties (e.g., 60� twin boundaries), and the low total transition metal concentration, reveals no metal precipitates

above the detection limits of this study. We thus conclude that metals are distributed in a higher density of smal-

ler precipitates and point defects, which could explain the lower performance of as-grown ribbon materials86

relative to ingot-grown mc-Si. However, effective processing, especially phosphorus diffusion, H-passivation,

and aluminum gettering can substantially increase performance.27,86

Sheet material appears to be similar to ribbon, but key differences include feedstock quality and structural

defect density and character. In sheet mc-Si grown from feedstock containing high total metal concentrations,

material performance can benefit from the proper amount and (three-dimensional) location of random, equiax-

ial grain boundaries, which serve as nucleation sites for transition metal precipitates, which in turn reduce the

metal content68 within the grains. Metals are also found concentrated in intragranular defects and, due to cle-

verly chosen growth conditions, segregated toward the back of the wafer13 (away from the pn junction) during

growth. Even with high total impurity contents, these mechanisms contribute to reduce the impacts of metals on

device performance. The vast majority of these metals cannot be effectively removed during processing because

of their high concentrations, so effective defect engineering of metals within the material is necessary in addi-

tion to optimized processing to ensure performance comparable to ingot-grown mc-Si.

Ingot-grown mc-Si in many respects represents the intersection of the two material types discussed above.

Metal silicide nanoprecipitates of fast-diffusing species are observed along certain structural defects with high
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capacities for impurities, but not along others. Those structural defects are effective internal gettering sites for

metal point defects during the slow ingot cool, and the concentration of point defects can be reduced consider-

ably. However, one must keep this initial defect distribution in mind when optimizing solar cell processing, as to

avoid possible re-dissolution of metals from silicide nanoprecipitates back into the grains. Slower-diffusing

impurities are frequently observed at intragranular inclusions, often in an oxidized chemical state and/or present

with other metals that indicate the origins of contamination as the feedstock, crucible walls, and/or furnace

parts. Although these particles themselves are in too low spatial density to significantly impact diffusion

lengths, any metals dissolved from these inclusions during growth or subsequent processing can lead to

decreased performance.

ABBREVIATIONS

Types of silicon solar cell materials

CZ-Si: Czochralski silicon

mc-Si: Multicrystalline silicon

mc-FZ: Multicrystalline float zone silicon

Characterization techniques

LBIC: Laser/light beam induced current

m-XRF: X-ray fluorescence microscopy

m-XAS: X-ray absorption microspectroscopy

XBIC: X-ray beam induced current

Synchrotron facilities

ALS: Advanced Light Source, at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

APS: Advanced Photon Source, at Argonne National Laboratory

Less common elements

Hf: Hafnium

Mn: Manganese

Mo: Molybdenum
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